Dear Fanjeaux Travelers,

Welcome to Fanjeaux 2015. This letter will aid you as you make your flight arrangements for the Fanjeaux program. Please pay special attention to the flight information on June 7th.

**HOW AND WHEN TO GET YOUR TICKETS**

Travel sites advise beginning your search and booking flights, six to nine months ahead so while you await more detailed travel information this communication is intended to assist you, as you make your flight arrangements. Past participants have found working with an experienced travel agent has streamlined their planning while others have found surfing the web the best way to identify fares and purchased their tickets on-line. Please pay special attention to the flight information on June 7th. We strongly recommend that you buy some kind of travel insurance. Ask your travel agent what insurance they sell. It should include coverage for cancellation and also for sickness or accident and baggage loss.

**ARRIVAL PLANS - May 26th**  
Your responsibility is to arrive at Toulouse/Blagnac airport on Tuesday May 26th by 2:30 p.m. Since most flights are night flights from the US, you will need to schedule your departure from the U.S. on May 25th either non-stop or with a connecting flight straight through to Toulouse. It is an international airport so you can and should check your bag straight through to Toulouse.

Our VIDAL bus will pick you up at the Toulouse airport on May 26th at 2:30 p.m.. There is no public transportation to Fanjeaux! You may have to wait in the airport if your flight arrives earlier, but there are plenty of shops and places to eat. No matter where you are coming from, it is important that you meet us in the airport by 2:30 on May 26th.

**TRAVEL TO PARIS ON JUNE 7:**  
**IMPORTANT INFORMATION**

Please get your airline ticket for Sunday June 7th at 10:30am with Air France # 6117, so that we can travel together by chartered bus to our residence, Maison Anne-Marie Javouhey, which is closer to Paris/Orly than to Paris/CDG airport.

Should you arrive by mistake at Paris/CDG, you will have to hire a cab and show the cab driver the paper with the name and address of the place where we are staying (we will provide a Paris info page). If you want a cheaper way, take the Air France shuttle to Gare Montparnasse and then a cab from there.

If you have to leave on an earlier flight on June 7 in order to make a return flight connection to the U.S., please contact me before you finalize your flight arrangements.
DEPARTURE PLANS - June 11th

Flights home to the U.S. fly out of Charles de Gaulle or Paris/Orly airports. On June 11 a chartered bus will take all who have departure flights to the airports.

If you are considering arriving a few days early or prolonging your stay after June 11, please let us know now. Some 2014 participants needed to arrive a day early in Toulouse in order to meet the group at the airport for the bus ride to Fanjeaux and another joined us after their visit to Lourdes. We can provide information to anyone who might wish to do that.

When your itinerary is complete, please send a copy to Judy Paulus, at jpaulus@dom.edu. (Flight #’s, airlines, times, etc.) It has proven very important in past years when flights are delayed.

To Summarize:

**Tuesday, May 26th** - Arrive at Toulouse airport in order to board Vidal Bus to Fanjeaux at 2:30pm

**Sunday, June 7th** - Depart Toulouse airport for Paris Orly airport at 10:30am on Air France # 6117.

**Thursday, June 11th** – Program ends in Paris –

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at jpaulus@dom.edu.

Have a great weekend.

Judy Paulus